Representative McCurdy offered the following:

**Amendment (with title amendment)**
Remove lines 302-307 and insert:

Section 7. Effective upon this act becoming a law, the College of Criminology and Criminal Justice within Florida State University shall review the impact of the 15-week abortion ban in this act and submit a racial impact statement to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The racial impact statement must estimate the anticipated effects that the abortion ban may have on racial inequality among the residents of the state and must indicate whether the abortion ban would increase, decrease, or have no
impact on racial inequality or whether the impact is
indeterminable. To the extent feasible, the impact statement
must include quantifiable data. The impact statement must also
specify the methodologies and assumptions used in its
preparation.

Section 8. For the 2022-2023 fiscal year, the sum of
$1,602,000 in recurring funds from the General Revenue Fund is
appropriated to the Department of Health for the purpose of
establishing fetal and infant mortality review committees under
s. 383.21625, Florida Statutes.

Section 9. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
act, this act shall take effect July 1, 2022.

---------------------------------------------
T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T

Remove lines 40-41 and insert:
Public Health; requiring the College of Criminology
and Criminal Justice within Florida State University
to review the impact of the abortion ban in the act
and submit a racial impact statement to the
Legislature; providing requirements for such
statement; providing an appropriation; providing
effective dates.